OFFER CREATOR
PRE-WORK
A step-by-step guide to help you get clear on what you want
to do, define your dream client, and choose an offer idea.

Welcome!
I’m so excited to work with you!
Together we’re going to create your offer, get clear on your messaging, and attract paying
clients so you can start making money now, consistently get paying clients, and grow your
business.
Before our strategy session, I want us to do a little pre-work so we can hit the ground running
and make the most of our time together. The best part about doing pre-work before our
session is that you can get started with the groundwork and if you get stuck, you can reach
out to me anytime for help. You can email me at [noellebloom@noellebloom.com].
I’ll also review your pre-work before our session and if needed, I’ll give you feedback to help
you better clarify your ideas. You’ll have my support before and after our strategy session so
you get the individualized attention you need to create your offer and get clients!
Inside this workbook, you’ll find three lessons and some exercises to help you:
1. Get Clear on Your “What, Who, & How”
2. Define Your Dream Client
3. Brainstorm & Choose an Offer Idea
These lessons will help us build your business foundation and quickly create an irresistible
offer you’ll love to deliver and your dream clients will happily pay for.
You can download this PDF to your computer, save it to your desktop, and do your work
inside this workbook while saving it frequently so you don't lose your work. Or you can do
your work in a Google document. When you’re done with your pre-work, you’ll email it to me.
In the "Next Steps" section on page 20, you'll find directions on how to share it with me.
Once I get your pre-work, I’ll look it over, and then send you a link to my online calendar so
you can schedule your strategy session.
Let’s get started!
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1

Lesson:
Get Clear on
Your "What,
Who, & How"

"You get to choose what you want,
but you must be clear about what you want."
-RHONDA BYRNE
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Lesson 1 | Get Clear on Your “What, Who, & Why"
If you’ve been struggling to get clients and make money in your business, the
best thing you can do to turn that around is to get back to the basics–even if
you’ve been doing this for a while!
Oftentimes, if something isn’t working in your business, it’s difficult to
troubleshoot exactly what needs to be fixed. And if there’s more than one
issue (which is common), it’s even more difficult.
Now is the perfect time to take a step back and revisit some of the
foundational stuff. First, starting with getting clear on you.
Now, although your business isn’t all about you, your business starts with you.
This is so important because starting and growing a business is already hard
work. And if the business you’re building doesn’t align with what you want to
do, it makes building a profitable business painstakingly even more difficult.
So here’s my question to you! If you knew with 100% certainty that you’d have
a profitable, purpose-driven business, what would you do, who would you
help, and how would you help change their lives?
Even if you’ve done this kind of exercise before, I want you to approach it
differently this time. Don’t worry about what you should do, what will make
the most money, how many people are already doing it, or even what you’re
good at!
Think about what you’re most excited to do, the people you’re most called to
serve, and how you’d want to help change their life...really think about it…
What is your gut telling you?
Once you have it in your mind, let’s put your thoughts on paper so we can get
clear on your, “what, who & why.”
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Step 1: Get clear on your “what”
If money was no object, what would you love to do? What would you help people
achieve? What would you help people understand? What is the transformation
you help them create in their lives?

Step 2: Get clear on your “who”
Who would you love to help? Who are you most called to serve? What audience
or type of person would benefit from your expertise?
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Step 3: Get clear on your “why”
At the end of the day, why is what you help people do or understand so powerful?
Why is the transformation or outcome you help people create in their lives
important? Why is this a life-changing benefit to them?

Step 4: Craft your purpose statement
Now it’s time to put your “what, who, & why" together to create your Purpose
Statement. This is a simple statement that clearly defines what you do, who
you help, and why the outcome you help them achieve is so important.

Purpose Statement
How to Clearly Explain What You Do

WHO

WHAT

I help [who] do/understand [what]
so that they can [why].

WHY
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Here are some examples:
I help purpose-driven women create an online offer and get paying clients
so that they can build a successful, business doing work they love.
I help mid-career, corporate professionals spruce up their resume, ace their
interview, and negotiate their salary so that they can land their dream job.
I help new moms drop stubborn baby weight so that they can feel fabulous
in a bikini again.
I help single women navigate through the online dating world so they can
finally find the man of their dreams, start a family, and live happily ever
after.

Write your Purpose Statement below:

Note: If you’re a little unclear on your “who” right now, that’s okay! In the next lesson, we’ll
define your dream customer that’s guaranteed to give you even more clarity on who you’d
love to serve. Then you can circle back to this section and clarify it further.
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2

Lesson:
Define Your
Dream Client

"Everyone is not your customer."
-SETH GODIN
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Lesson 2 | Define Your Dream Client
Now that you’re clear on what you’d love to do, who you’d love to help, and why
it’s life-changing for them, it’s time to get clear on your dream client.
The easiest way to start defining your target market and narrowing in on your
target client is to think of a real person you know that you could help. This
person could be a friend, coworker, family member, or even you.
For many of us, our ideal client is us 1-2 years ago when we were struggling to
figure it all out. It’s only natural that once you’ve learned how to succeed at
something, you’d want to teach other people who were in your position how to
either get results, save time, or avoid pitfalls.
Our goal in this lesson is to pick one type of person you’re both excited to serve
and who you could help. Then dig deep into their hopes, fears, dreams, and
frustrations, so we can create an offer that will not only get them results, but
that they’ll happily pay you for.
Once you have someone in mind, let’s put your thoughts on paper so we can
get clear on your dream client.

Step 1: Pick one person you could help
It could be you or someone you know, like a coworker, friend, family member or
even someone you met years ago. What’s that person’s name? What do you
know about this person? Where are they in life? Write down anything that
comes to mind.
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Step 2: Take a deep dive to define your dream client
We’ll use what I call, The Dream Client Discovery Process to help you identify
who your dream client is and take a deep dive into her thoughts, feelings, and
goals.
This is all about getting clear on the psychology of your dream client. We’re
going to focus primarily on psychographics (why they buy) because they are
often more important than demographics (who they are). However, we’ll also
look into your dream clients' demographics because it can help you niche
down to the perfect clients for you.

Dream Client Discovery Process
How to Identify Your Dream Client

DESPISE
COSTS

INVESTMENTS

FEARS

MOTIVATIONS

CHALLENGES

DREAMS

WORLD VIEW
TRIGGERS

LEISURE

Answer the questions on the following pages as if you are your dream client.
Put yourself in her shoes, in her current situation, and in her state of mind. If
she was talking to a friend, what are the exact words she’d use to describe
what’s going on in her life right now?
Be sure to avoid using expert talk, marketese, and industry jargon! Oftentimes,
how you describe your clients’ situation isn’t how they’d describe it. That’s why
it’s so important to answer these questions as if you were your dream client.
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Psychographics

1. Dreams: What are their goals, desires, or fantasy? What do they dream of
having, being, and doing?

2. Challenges: What are their biggest challenges? What do they struggle with?
What problems do they need solved right now?

3. Motivations: What’s motivating them to act or find solutions to their
problems? What’s their why? In other words, why do they want the
transformation they are seeking?
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4. Fears: What’s their worst-case scenario? What keeps them up at night? What
do they want to avoid at all costs?

5. Triggers: What reminds them that they have problems that need to be solved?
What prompts them to think about their desires?

6. Costs: What is their inaction costing them in terms of lost time, money, stress,
or unhappiness? What compromises or sacrifices are they making?
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7. Investments: What are their current investments in terms of time, money, and
energy to find solutions to their problems? What have they already tried that has
or hasn’t worked?

8. Despise: What do they hate? What are they repelled by? What do they find
intolerable?

9. Leisure: How do they spend their free-time? What are they interested in? What
do they do for fun? What hobbies do they have? What topics do they read, watch,
or listen to?

10. World View: What is their life philosophy? What do they believe in? What do
they value? What do they care about?
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Demographics

To help you niche down to your perfect client, it’s helpful to identify at least two
qualifiers that fall under demographics. It could be age, race, ethnicity, gender,
marital status, religion, education, income, industry, occupation, location or any
other specific qualifier.
For example:
Entrepreneurial experts (occupation) in the personal development
(industry) who need help writing their first book.
Single women (gender & marital status) over 50 (age) who are looking for
love after divorce.
Black women of faith (race, gender, & religion) who want to find their
purpose in life.
Instagram Influencers (occupation) with 200,000+ followers (specificity)
who want to monetize their audience.
If your ideal client doesn’t have any obvious demographics, that’s okay! For
some, their clients are defined by very specific problems, life situations, or other
circumstances that aren’t necessarily connected to demographics. If this is you,
be sure to add as much detail as you can about these situations in the
psychographics exercise above.
Think about your dream client. Are there any obvious demographics that you
can use to further identify or qualify them?
If so, in one simple statement describe who they are below.
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3

Lesson:
Brainstorm &
Choose Your
Offer Idea

"Care enough to create value for customers.
If you get that part right, selling is easy."
-ANTHONY IANNARINO
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Lesson 3 | Brainstorm & Choose Your Offer Idea
Most experts in the online business space sell you the idea of creating online
products, programs, or courses to create passive income so you can make
money in your sleep.
However, they don’t give you the behind the scenes scoop on what it really
takes to create that successful online business and life you dream of.
The reality is that it’s hard to make money selling online products when you’re
just starting or haven’t gained real traction in your business because there’s A
LOT of new things you’ll need.
Here are just a few:
A big list or audience to sell to
A proven product that delivers results
Social proof to convince potential buyers
Marketing skills to bring in new leads repeatedly
And if you haven’t created a solid foundation that’s already led to success in
your business or are just starting, you likely don’t have these things, if any of
them! That’s why I help my clients create 1:1 services first to build and grow
their businesses.
By starting with 1:1 services you'll be able to:
Make money IMMEDIATELY because it’s the fastest, most straightforward
way to bring in money. If you dream of replacing your full-time income so
you can quit your 9-5 job, working 1:1 is the best way to bring in consistent
income you can depend on
Find your tribe, grow your audience, and build your platform because
working 1:1 will help you better understand what your clients want, what
works for them, and where to find them
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Build authority and social proof as an expert because you’ll be able to
collect amazing testimonials to help potential clients, the media, and other
experts identify you as an expert.
Quickly improve your messaging and marketing because your 1:1 clients
will tell you their thoughts, hopes, fears, and dreams—in their own words.
Those words can then be used to fine-tune your message, marketing, and
sales copy to attract your dream clients and convince them that you can
solve their problems
Create proven products and programs that deliver results because while
working 1:1 you’ll have the opportunity to improve your signature process,
get people even better results and start collecting rave reviews. You’ll have
everything you need to package your work into a premium course or group
program that people will happily pay for and is built to scale
Better position your business for passive income streams because after
working 1:1 first, you’ll have everything you need to build a business that
gives you the income, impact, and freedom to do what you love and control
when and where you work
Whether you’ve been in business for a while or you’re just getting started, if
you've been struggling to get clients, I recommend you first create a mini-offer.
This is a bite-sized offer that delivers a specific result at a “no brainer” price, I
recommend $99. It’s similar to the concept of creating a minimum viable
product, a version of a new product used to validate a product and learn about
customers with the least amount of effort—and that’s what we’re doing here.
Your mini-offer is the perfect way to give people a taste of what it’s like working
with you, get results at a great price, and for you to learn from your customers
to steer your business in the right direction for growth.
One thing to keep in mind is that starting small doesn’t mean thinking small.
You can have a big vision for your business and strategically start small to gain
massive momentum in a short amount of time. The goal here isn’t to have a
mini offer for forever! I recommend working with anywhere between 5-10
people, then scaling your offer.
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Then when you’re ready you can either increase the price while adding more
value to your offer or you can move toward the one-to-many model where
you’re offering group programs or online courses.
Creating a mini offer first will help you:
Easily get clients and gain traction
Get feedback to improve your process and get testimonials
Gain more clarity on the kind of work and people you love to work with
Build your confidence and expertise
Lead into an upsell for a mid-tier offer
Now you’ll start brainstorming different results you can help people achieve.
We’ll create your 1:1 offer together during our strategy session but for now all
you need to do is come up with some ideas and then pick the one you’re most
excited to deliver.

Step 1: Brainstorm results you can deliver
To start, think about the big dream result your dream client wants to achieve.
What’s their big dream, hope, desire, or goal? I recommend you revisit Lesson 2
where you defined your ideal client’s “dreams."
Once you have their big dream result in mind, we're going to use what I call
the Scale Down Strategy to break down the big result into smaller mini results.
These are bite-sized results that help them achieve the big result they want.

Scale Down Strategy
How to Find Mini Results

BIG
RESULT

Mini Results
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For example, if you’re a book writing coach, the big result your client might
have is to hit #1 on Amazon’s Best-Sellers list.
A few mini results you could offer are:
Create a storyboard to establish a narrative for their book
Develop a writing plan so they can finish their book in less time
Create a table of contents to organize their ideas and structure their book
Develop a promotional plan so they can sell more books
If you're a personal brand strategist, the big result your client might have is to
become an influential entrepreneur and thought leader.
A few mini results you could offer are:
Self-analysis to discover their purpose, vision, and skillset
Uncover their personal brand story to connect with their audience
Instagram profile refresh to stand out from the crowd
A bold brand message that speaks to the importance of their work
Or if you're a web designer the big result your client might have is to have a
beautifully designed website that they're proud of.
A few mini results you could offer are:
Homepage audit to increase conversions
Design a custom template for their about page
A mood board with colors and typography for website inspiration
A refreshed header image for their homepage
Our goal here is to first think big, starting with your ideal client's dream result,
and then scale that down to smaller results you can help them achieve at a nobrainer price.
Brainstorm as many ideas as you can here, don't hold back! Often times, your
best ideas come after you think you're done. So make sure to push yourself.
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What are some mini results that you can help your ideal client achieve that
will move them closer to the big result that they want?
Below, brainstorm as many ideas as you can below.

Step 2: Choose your mini offer idea
Now that you’ve brainstormed offers, it’s time to pick the one that you’re most
fired up about. What specific results are you most excited about helping
people achieve?
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Next Steps...
Once you have the offer idea you’re most excited about,
you’re all done with your prework! Give yourself a pat on
the back, this was a lot of work and I promise it will pay off.
If you’re feeling good about your work and you’re ready to
share it with me, please email me this PDF with your
saved answer in it to: [noellebloom@noellebloom.com].
If you prefer to do your work in a Google document, please
share it with me using email: [noelleblooms@gmail.com].
Don't miss the "s" at the end of bloom!
Once I get your pre-work, I’ll take a look, offer feedback if
needed, and then send you a link to schedule your 90minute strategy session.
During our strategy session, we’ll create all of the details
for your irresistible offer and brainstorm your sales copy.
You’ll also get simple strategies to get paying clients.
If you have questions or if you got stuck on an exercise,
please send me a message via email and I’ll help you
quickly move forward.
I’m so excited for our strategy session!
Talk soon,

xo, Noell eBloom .
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